Case Study
A Client Review of Southpac Certifications:

More than
just a tick

By Australian Marine & Civil

Who is Australian Marine and Civil?
Australian Marine and Civil (AMC) is a civil construction company for marine and
civil industries throughout Australia. AMC has a superior and trusted reputation
within the industry for outstanding structural and material quality. They own and
maintain a fleet of specialised plant and equipment, even developing attachments
and innovations to improve safety, time, and quality.

What Standards/Regulations of Compliance
AMC works within highly regulated industries offering works such as confined
spaces, structural retaining and anchoring, railway, marine and civil and
drainage. As such AMC have highly regulated procedures and have implemented
an integrated management system to the following standards: ISO9001:2015
(Quality), ISO14001:2015 (Environmental) and AS/NZS 4801:2001 (OHS).

“Right from the onset of dealing with
Southpac Certifications, in the first instance,
Jeremy and then Luis, who arranged the
auditing schedule through to Martin the
auditor - Southpac dealt with us more like a
partner to our business.
“Having achieved certification we have been
able to work on the continuous improvement
of our business; submit more tenders as
major clients we work with expect certification
standards to be a part of good business;
and give clients who may be looking at using
our service confidence in our ability to meet
safety, quality and environmental business
practices.
“Southpac Certifications kept us informed
along the way and there were no surprises.
Martin, the auditor, was thorough and gained
a quick understanding of the operations of the
business and gained the confidence of the
staff during the three-day audit. Having been
involved with certification bodies for over 20
years Southpac are the easiest to deal with.”
Joseph Rees at Australian Marine and Civil

How were Southpac Certifications ‘more than just a tick’?
Southpac Certifications were chosen after an extensive review of certification
bodies based on criteria such as response time for correspondence, customer
service, auditor experience, experience within the civil construction industry, level
of detail, cost, and timeliness.

Want your organisation’s certification to be more
than just a tick?
Southpac Certifications is committed to helping organisations get the most benefit
from their certification; from the initial stage one audit, throughout the year and for
each ongoing surveillance audit, we’re with you.
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